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Multiport Sensor RFIDs for Wireless Passive Sensing
of Objects—Basic Theory and Early Results
Gaetano Marrocco, Member, IEEE, Lorenzo Mattioni, and Claudio Calabrese

Abstract—A new family of passive sensor radio-frequency identification devices is here proposed for applications in the context of
wireless sensor networks. The new tags, working in the ultra-high
frequency band, are able to detect the value or the change of some
features of the tagged body without using any specific sensor. Such
tags are provided with multiple chips embedded either within a
cluster of cooperating antennas or in a single multiport antenna,
and exploit the natural mismatch of the antenna input impedance
caused by the change of the tagged object. A basic theory of multiport sensor tags is formulated with the purpose to describe the
possible classification and detection performances in a unitary context. Some numerical examples and a first experiment corroborate
the feasibility of the idea.
Index Terms—Backscattering, meander line, multiport antenna,
radio-frequency identification (RFID), sensor network.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE recent advances in wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
[1]–[4] for applications in mobile and time-varying environments, are generating growing attention to low-cost and
low-power wireless nodes equipped with radio and sensing
ability. Such nodes are spatially distributed to ensure a cooperative monitoring of physical or application-specific conditions
and parameters. Typical fields of applications for WSNs include environmental and habitat monitoring [5], [6]; disaster
relief [7]; health care [8], [9]; inventory tracking and industrial
processing monitoring [10]; security and military surveillance
[11], [12]; and smart-spaces applications [13], [14].
The required technology improvements are related to the
miniaturization of microchips and sensors by means of micromechanical technologies [15], [16] to energy savings [17]
via ambient-power scavenging and energy-harvesting techniques [18], [19] and to the integration of multiple sensing
devices within a single node.
Along with these technological efforts, a novel increasing
trend is the integration among wireless sensor networks and
radio-frequency identification (RFID) technologies. The new
generation of RFID tags may include built-in sensing capabilities [20]–[22]. On the other hand, applications based on
sensor networks often require means for unique identification
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and localization of individual sensors or objects. Convergence
of sensing and identification technologies may thus enable a
wide range of heterogeneous applications which demand tight
synergy between detection and tagging.
Currently, several approaches have been proposed to provide
RFID devices with enhanced sensing and detection capabilities.
Active RFID tags, which make use of independent batteries or
power-supply units, ensure long operating ranges and can support high data and sensor activity rates. The main drawbacks
of this solution are high cost, limited lifetime, and large weight
and size. Conversely, passive RFID tags are completely battery
free and could be permanently embedded into tagged objects
for structural, medical [23], or logistic monitoring. The major
limitation of this class of system is the need of proximity to a
reading device.
A significant example of an enhanced passive RFID system
is given by the Wireless Identification Sensing Platform (WISP)
project [24], [25], which proposed the concept of ID modulation, making use of two mercury switches and enhanced power
harvesting units to mechanically switch between two commercial RFID integrated circuits (ICs).
Another prominent approach that combines passive sensing
and identification is given by surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology [26], [27]. SAW devices are special microacoustic components consisting of a piezoelectric substrate, including interdigital transducers and reflecting or coupling gratings deposited
on its surface. Passive SAW tags have been recently employed
as sensing devices for physical or chemical parameters which
are able to affect and change the propagation or reflection characteristics of the transponders.
Within this scenario, this paper proposes an investigation on
a new paradigm for passive sensor RFIDs in the ultra-high-frequency (UHF) industrial-scientific-medical (ISM) band, able
to detect the value or the change some tagged body’s features
without any a priori knowledge about the object position and
orientation with respect to the querying device. The considered
tags family may work without any specific embedded sensor
since it exploits the dependence of the tag’s input impedance
and radar cross section on the physical and geometrical features
of a real target. It is well experienced that when the same tag is
placed onto different targets, the tag antenna’s input impedance
may, in some cases, undergo a mismatch and, hence, a change
of the read distance can be observed. The variation of backscattered power corresponding to the impedance mismatch can be
thus detected by the reader (Fig. 1). When a cluster of passive
RFID tags (antenna plus IC transponder), or a single multiport
tag having distinct trasponders, is deployed on the same target,
several correlated backscattered signals are originated. Each of
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is the free-space wavelength, is the reader-tag diswhere
is the gain of the reader antenna,
is the gain of
tance,
the tag’s antenna, placed on the target, and is the power transmission coefficient of the tag, defined as
(2)

Fig. 1. Reader-tag scenario wherein the change of the target’s features may
produce a modulation of the backscattered power signal.

them is labeled by the unique identification code (ID) of the responding IC. These data may be available for postprocessing
inside the interrogating device with the purpose of detecting
the value of some target’s features or their modification along
with the time. The compliance of this idea with power and distance limitations of a traditional passive RFID system will be
discussed here with particular attention paid to the design of
multiport systems that are able to classify objects or estimate
the variation of the object’s features within a continuous range.
This paper introduces the leading idea of multiport tag antennas used as sensors with the help of simplified target models.
Particular emphasis is devoted to introduce the overall system
keypoints, to understand the physical phenomena affecting the
sensing performances and to finally derive basic technical requirements for tag antenna design.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II overviews
basic definitions and fundamental equations for a passive RFID
system. Section III introduces the physical rationale and the
adopted formalism. The multiport tag concept is then presented
in Section IV, while different sensing modes and data retrieval
procedures are discussed in Section V. The limitation of the
sensing platform is exposed in Section VI. Finally, some
numerical examples and a laboratory experiment are given in
Sections VII and VIII for the very first proof of the effectiveness
of the theory.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS OF RFID SYSTEMS
Since the rationale of the proposed RFID platform is deeply
based on the dependence of the RFID system parameters on
the tagged object’s features, some basic definitions are now
quickly reviewed in a unitary context. At the beginning of the
reader-to-tag communication protocol [29], the reader first activates the tag, placed over a target object, by sending a continuous wave which, by charging an internal capacitor, provides the
required energy to perform actions. During this listening mode,
the microchip exhibits an input impedance
, with
capacitive. The antenna impedance
has to be matched to
(
) for maxof the reader input
imum power transfer. The fraction
power that is absorbed by the tag is
(1)

is the polarization efficiency between the reader and the tag.
The tag is activated when the absorbed power exceeds the tag’s
.
microchip sensitivity threshold , that is, when
Having assumed polarization-matched antennas aligned for
maximum directional radiation, the longest activation distance
for the tag is therefore
(3)
The function
is the realized gain [28] of the antenna and it is the most important performance parameter of
the tag. During the next steps of the communication, the tag receives the command coming from the reader and finally sends
the data back through a backscattered modulation of the continuous wave coming from the reader itself. The tag’s IC acts as
a programmable switching device between low and high mod. During the data transfer, the RFID
ulating impedances
system can be considered as a monostatic radar and, therefore,
it can be characterized by the radar range equation [30] which,
for the case of typical RFID tags, can be expressed as [29] and
[31] in the form
(4)
where
is the power received back by the reader and
a modulation parameter

is

(5)
and it is related to the tag’s radar cross section according to the
. The low modulation state, producing
relation
, is obtained with high
no significant backscattering
), while the
impedance (virtually an open circuit
high state is achieved, depending on the particular microchip
or with the
family [29], either with a short circuit
, for which
listening-mode chip impedance (
). The last case generally produces the strongest backscattering
for typical UHF tags.
The maximum distance at which the backscattered power can
be detected by the reader is such that this power exceeds the
[32], the range
reader sensitivity threshold . Since
of a reader-tag link is mainly constrained to the maximum tag
, hereafter simply referred to as the
activation distance
link length.
III. PHYSICAL RATIONALE
Similar to any antenna immersed in or located close to a real
object [33], [34], the input and radiation characteristics of a passive RFID transponder placed on a target as well as the strength
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of the backscattered power closely depend on the physical properties of the tagged object itself (e.g., on its constitutive materials, shape, temperature, humidity, or other). We denote
as a target’s feature which could undergo changes along with
the time or it has to be monitored someway. If the tag antenna
has been designed for optimal performances when placed on a
(e.g., such that the antenna impedance
target with nominal
in this configuration is equal to
), a change of
may
one or more of the target’s parameters with respect to
produce a variation of the input impedance and, hence, a misAccordingly, the activation distance and
match
the backscattered power collected at the reader port will also be
modified (see Fig. 1 again). In the limiting case, the tag may
and the tag is
be completely mismatched so that
therefore inaccessible by the reader.
correIt is now useful to define the tag’s activation set
sponding to a link length , as the set of the target’s (apparent)
permittivity values for which the power harvested by the tag is
high enough to activate it
(6)
For the sake of clarity, let us focus on the simplified case for
which the parameter to be observed is the relative real dielectric
permittivity (simply permittivity in the following text), which
is supposed to be real. This case is representative for low-permittivity (dry) materials whose imaginary part of permittivity is
generally much lower than the real one. Instead, such a simplification is not adequate for liquid targets having a high value of
permittivity. However, the role of the target electric conductivity
and, hence, the dielectric loss on the multiport tag performances,
are discussed in the dedicated Section VI. The one-parameter
analysis is, however, also useful for monitoring the variation of
the target’s shape. The change of the target’s size or shape, even
without modification of its constitutive material will, in fact,
produce a redistribution of the reactive electric and magnetic
energy stored in the antenna near field. Such an effect is macroscopically sensed by the antenna as the variation of the apparent
body permittivity, in analogy to the effective dielectric constant
for microstrip lines and patch antennas [35]. An experimental
example in this sense will be given in Section VIII about the
monitoring of the level of powder inside a container.
IV. MULTIPORT SENSING-TAG CONCEPT
As suggested by (4), if the reader-tag distance were known,
the change in the target real permittivity could be theoretically detected by monitoring the power backscattered by the
transponder.
Nevertheless, a single received data is not adequate in case
of noncooperating moving objects. In fact, rather than by a real
modification of the target’s permittivity, a variation of the received signal could be produced by a change of the tag distance
or, since the tag’s radiation pattern is not isotropic, by a rotation of the target with respect to the reader. To overcome these
uncertainties, the reader needs to collect multiple backscattered
signals. In the proposed platform, these signals are originated
cooperating tags co-located onto a
from either a cluster of
input ports
same target, or from a single tag provided with

Fig. 2. Multiport tag systems. (a) Cluster of colocated single-port tags.
(b) Single multiport tag provided with multiple chips. The ports have a unique
I-D and, when the tag is placed over a target with permittivity ", they exhibit
different activation sets, input impedance, and a backscattering modulation
parameter.

(Fig. 2), and thus with
microchips, under the condition that
each port has a different input impedance. In particular, we dethe radiation gain of the tag when only the th
note with
port is fed and the others are closed to a reference load, and with
the input impedance in the same condition.
Without loss of generality, all of the microchips are assumed
. The multito have the same input impedance
port system has to be designed so that by having fixed a target’s
geometry and having chosen different reference real permit, the th port impedance is matched
tivities
(e.g.,
to the microchip if the target’s permittivity value is
). It means that, when the multichip system
, the ports will be
is placed on a particular target
and, therefore, acmismatched differently
cording to the discussion in the previous section, they will originate different backscattered power signals, all of them carrying
information about the unique target’s permittivity.
The resulting overall device is a multiport sensor RFID
(S-RFID) tag which, as shown later on, adds specific sensing
capabilities to the typical identification features and employs
the same fabrication technology of the conventional RFID tags,
since the extra cost is simply given by the need of multiple
microchips. Each port of the S-RFID tag is then associated by
the following data:
: the identification code of the th port microchip;
•
: the reference target’s permittivity for which the port is
•
matched to the microchip;
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: the port activation set defined as in (6);
: the maximum activation distance of the th chip;
: the power transmission coefficient toward the th chip;
: the backscattering modulation parameter.
V. SENSING OF TARGET’S PERMITTIVITY

Depending on the link length and on the particular design of
the multiport S-RFID tag, either multiple ICs will respond (overlapping of activation sets) and, hence, the reader will be able to
collect multiple backscattered signals, or only a port will be, at
most, activated and the reader will receive a single ID. Two different sensing modes can be correspondingly achieved: analog
sensing (multiple responding ICs) and discrete sensing (single
responding IC). For both the cases, it is useful to introduce the
of the multiport S-RFID tag, as the set of all
sensing range
possible values of the target’s permittivity which could be detected, in some way, at a distance . As discussed next, the span
of the multiport S-RFID range is controlled by the choice of the
involved in the tag design.
reference sequence
A. Analog Sensing and Retrieval Procedure
for the multiport system can be
Overlapped activation sets
achieved if the multiport tag is designed for close reference per. In a real application, the port will therefore exmittivities
hibit similar (but not identical) power transmission coefficients
so that multiple microchips will be turned on. For any couplet
of backscattered signals received by the reader, each with a dif, the unknown reader-tag disferent modulation parameter
tance is dropped by calculating the backscattering power ratio
between the received powers in (4)
(7)
is still affected by the uncertainty on the tag oriHowever,
with respect to the reader. It is therefore required
entation
that the multiport tag design satisfy the additional condition of
proportional gain patterns, for example
(8)
As discussed in the example section, this condition could
be roughly achieved by considering a cluster of two antennas
having a similar geometry and placed at a proper distance.
The retrieval procedure is now described by means of an example involving a two-port system able to backscatter two different IDs toward the reader. An overlapping configuration between the activation ranges is illustrated in Fig. 3(a). When the
and the
are received by the reader, the unknown target
will belong to the intersection of the
dielectric permittivity
two activation regions, e.g.,
(9)
and, therefore, the
ratio can be calculated as in (7). The
value of the target’s permittivity is hence retrieved by using a
which associates an unknown permitcalibration curve
tivity value of the target [Fig. 3(b)] to the actual backscattered

Fig. 3. (a) Typical activation sets and sensing range of a two-port RFID tag,
designed to work in analog-sensing mode. Up to two IDs can be transmitted back
to the reader depending on the target’s permittivity and distance. (b) Example
of calibration curve "(p ) associating the measured backscattered power ratio
with a target’s permittivity value.

power ratio, measured by the reader. The application of such a
technique therefore requires a preliminary analysis to produce
calibration curves for the specific class of objects by means of
measurements or numerical simulations on simplified or wellrepresented target models through a sweep of the parameter
under observation and calculating the resulting backscattered
power ratio. The so obtained database, together with the retrieval
procedure, have to be embedded in the reader’s (post)processing
unit.
The retrieval procedure can be extended to a larger number
of ports but in such a case, more advanced inversion techniques
need to be developed.
The multiport S-RFID can be therefore used as an analog
estimator, theoretically able to retrieve information about the
target’s permittivity value inside the permittivity range for
which at least two microchips are activated. The global S-RFID
is given by the merging of the activation sets shared
range
by couplets of ports
(10)
The resolution in the permittivity retrieval depends on the
sensibility of the gain ratio in (8) to the reader-tag orientation.
With reference to Fig. 4, an approximate satisfaction of (8) will
functional relationintroduce an uncertainty in the
ship since, for a given target permittivity, the received backscattering power ratio could be any value in the following range,
depending on the reader-tag orientation:
(11)
where
are the curves corresponding, for each
, to the minimum and maximum-over angle power ratio (e.g.,
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Fig. 5. Activation sets for a two-port tag designed for discrete sensing.
Fig. 4. Uncertainty over the reader-tag orientation may introduce a finite resolution in the permittivity retrieval which is better for low-slope power ratios
corresponding to multiport tags designed for a dense set of reference permittivities f" g.

TABLE I
CLASSIFICATION OF A TWO-PORT TAG

). Consequently,
is collected by the reader, the unknown target
when a
permittivity given by the calibration curve will belong to the
uncertainty range

the correspondences
is trivially a discrete set

. In this case, the S-RFID range

(12)
(15)
and, therefore, the maximum resolution achievable, in absence
of other noise or other instrumental errors, is

Discrete sensing requires high selectivity (see again Fig. 4)
of the tag performances, for example

(13)
(16)
Another factor which plays an important role in the retrieval
resolution is the slope of the calibration curves
. Grazing
slopes (see Fig. 4) are produced by a dense set of reference persince these will provide backscattering signals
mittivities
of comparable strength. This configuration leads to high resolu) over a narrow sensing range (e.g., small varition (small
ation of the permittivity may be detected by means of a large
). On the converse, a high slope is produced by
dynamic of
a sparse set of reference target’s permittivities which give sensibly different ports’ matching and more different backscattered
powers. In this case, a larger span of the parameter space is
achieved at the expense of reduced resolution.
is therefore suggested by the
The design choice of
span of the dielectric change to be monitored at the required
resolution.
B. Discrete Sensing and Classification
To classify objects according to their (apparent) permittivity
}, the multiport tag
belonging to a discrete set {
has to be designed using the previous permittivities as the reference set, under the condition that the corresponding activation
sets are disjoined (Fig. 5), For example
(14)

which, according to (3), means that the read distance of each
chip, when the tag is placed onto a target with permittivity
that differs from the port’s own reference permittivity , should
be very small.
The design of the multichip tag antenna will therefore
for large operational
pursue the maximization of
distance and the condition in (16) for classification selectivity.
It is useful to recall that as shown in [23], the use of high
impedance-phase-angle microchips will produce tags that
are matched over a smaller band, in comparison with low
impedance-phase-angle ones. Therefore, the selectivity of the
multiport tags in discrete mode will benefit from the use of
microchips of the first type.
In case condition (16) was not satisfied and, hence, multiple
IDs could be emitted by the tag, the target’s classification could
be still possible provided that the classification table associates
unique sets of IDs to a specific target to be recognized. To explain this concept, a two-port tag is now considered, with refer. Two remarkable read distances can
ence permittivities
,
) in case the tag
be related to the th port (e.g.,
were placed over a or target, respectively. Assuming, for
instance, that the resulting four read distances are ranked as
(17)

Accordingly, in case the multiport tag will be placed over any
of the
targets, only the th chip will transmit back its own
, so classifying the target feature. An ID modulation [36] is
hence established by means of a classification table, including

the emitted IDs can be represented into a classification table
(Table I) which gives the emitted IDs from the multitag system
depending on the tagged objects and on the reader-tag distance.
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TABLE II
MLA TAG SIZES

Fig. 6. Scheme for nonuniform symmetric meander line antenna (MLA) with
an indication of parameters to be optimized.

The table is filled according to the following rule: for any cell
will be present if
along the row of the target , the
is right apart from the considered cell.
For a reader-tag distance within
, the
target is recognized if the reader has received the only
code, while the target
is correctly classified in the range
if at least the
code has been collected. At a distance
, the two microchips are always
on, for both the target’s permittivities and, hence, it is not possible to achieve any classification.
Many other alternative configurations may be possible, deA different case, when one
pending on the ranking of
of the objects to be classified is a lossy liquid, will be discussed
in the example section.
From the antenna point of view, the design effort is to achieve
the proper effective gain at the tag’s ports so that the operational
read distance could suite the specific application’s requirements.

The GA is coupled with a moment method solver [41] to predict the electromagnetic performances of each antenna of the
GA population. The dielectric half space is accounted for by
means of the Sommerfeld integrals.
Two different single-turn MLA antennas have been indepenMHz, respectively, for usage over
dently optimized at
low-permittivitty low-loss material
, resembling a dry object or a type of oil, and a high-per,
),
mittivity high-loss liquid (
resembling water or other beverages [42]. The resulting size
of the antenna layout, able to match a microchip impedance
, is reported in Table II. The overall sizes
of the MLA for low- and high-permittivity half-spaces are 4 cm
4 cm and 1 cm 1 cm, respectively. In both layouts, the conductor trace width is set to 0.5 mm.
function, which is proportional
The variation of the
through (4) to the backscattered power from the tag to the
, is calculated for both antennas by the moment
reader
method when the target complex permittivity is continuously
swept in the ranges

VI. ON THE SENSING OF LOSSY OBJECTS
Any dielectric material generally exhibits an equivalent complex dielectric permittivity
where the imaginary part accounts for losses by ohmic conduction and dielectric hysteresis [37]. The loss of the target where the tag is placed
on could sensibly affect the performance or even the feasibility
of the proposed multiport sensing tag. High losses mean a reduced gain of the tag and a small antenna quality factor [38].
In the RFID context, the presence of a highly lossy target is
such that the tag’s electrical performances (impedance, gain,
and other secondary quantities, such as the effective gain and
the radar cross section) are not very sensitive to the variations of
the target’s complex permittivity in the surroundings of a central
value. This concept is here clarified by the help of a sample concerning meander-line antenna (MLA) tags (Fig. 6) over a lossy
homogeneous half-space. The MLA tag has been recently investigated [39] and such a layout offers many degrees of freedom
to match different kinds of microchips and target’s materials.
Having fixed the complex permittivity of the half space
target, the microchip impedance, and the maximum size of
vertical and horizontal segments of the
the antenna, the
,
, and
are optimized by
MLA
a genetic algorithm (GA) [40] procedure aimed at maximizing
the following fitness function:
(18)

(19)
where
is the nominal permittivity of the target for which the tag is specifically opti), and
.
mized (
For each value of the complex permittivity, the variation
(in decibels) is
reported in Fig. 7. It is expected that in order to implement the
multiport sensing tag concept, such a function should exhibit
a significant sensitivity to the change in the target complex
is mainly
permittivity. From the figure, is clear that the
affected by the change of the real part of the permittivity,
especially for the case of low-permittivity targets for which
(few units) produces a variation of 10
a small change of
dB, or even more, in the received backscattered signal. In the
case of high-permittivity (liquid-like) materials instead, the
same amount of permittivity variation gives only a few decibel
scattered power changes due to the more evident smoothing
effect of losses than in the previous case. It is therefore clear
that the analog sensing-mode concept applies better to low-loss
materials while it only permits to detect large changes of the
target in case of high-loss dielectrics. Low-loss materials generally have low permittivity and poor water content. However,
the discrete sensing and classification among low-permittivity
and high-permittivity objects could be still feasible as shown in
the example section.
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Fig. 8. Layouts of the two MLA tags placed over a homogeneous half-space
= 50
target and matched to a microchip having input impedance Z
j 200 . The tags have been optimized for the target’s permittivities " = 3; 4 .
Dimensions expressed in millimeters for MLA , according to the scheme in
Fig. 6: h = 50, h = h = 0:5, w = 13:7, w = 26:9, w = 21:62.
MLA is a scaled reduced replica of MLA (scaling factor: 0.9).

0
f g

Fig. 7. Sensibility of a meander-line tag performances, at 870 MHz, to the variation of the dielectrical properties of two different targets. (a) Low-permittivity
= 3 j 0:03). (b) High-permittivity target ("_ = 70 j 7).
target ("_
The decibel gray scale gives the G  variation of two different tags, respectively optimized for "_
and "_
homogeneous half-spaces (sizes in Table I),
and
when the physical parameters are swept around the nominal values "_
.
"_

0

0

VII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
All of the significant performance parameters previously
introduced are now numerically discussed throughout some
tag layouts operating in analog and discrete sensing modes
involving a cluster of two MLA antennas.
The aim is mainly to prove the feasibility of the basic idea of
the multiport S-RFID tag with some degrees of generality, rather
than to consider a true antenna design problem and, hence, some
simplifications are introduced in the computational electromagnetic models. A canonical reference geometry is assumed for the
target, consisting of a homogeneous or layered dielectric slab,
. The
orthogonal to the -axis and bounded within
. Configurations with
(half-space)
tag is placed at
can model large and deep targets, such as walls or containers. Intermediate thickness could instead account for the tag response
over finite objects, such as glass, liquid-filled containers, or sacs.
These strong simplifications aim to speed up the tag antenna
optimization by GA since the electromagnetic modeling by the
moment method, requires evaluating each antenna of the population and can simply account for the target by the Sommerfeld
integrals, avoiding a full mesh of complicated objects. The tag
design for real applications, however, should really include a
more detailed representation of the target. This issue is beyond
the scope of this paper, even if a first example is given in the
next experimental section.
The working frequency is 870 MHz in both examples and the
backscattered power is calculated by considering the modula. No hypothtion parameter in (5) for the case
esis about the reader’s geometry and polarization is done while
its performances are only accounted through the emitted EIRP
that is equal to 3.2W, which corresponds to the maximum permitted strength by European regulations [43].

Fig. 9. Sensing of lossless material: Variation of the input impedances, at 870
MHz, of the two antennas with respect to the dielectric permittivity of the homogeneous half-space target. The two antennas have been designed so that they
exhibit similar input impedances in correspondence of the different target’s permittivities.

A. Permittivity Analog Sensing of Lossless Targets
A two-port cluster of meander line antennas is here considered for the analog sensing of the permittivity of a lossless ho.
mogeneous half-space, approximately in the range
The two MLAs have been independently designed to match a
(sensitivity
microchip impedance
), having constrained the size of each one within a 3 cm
5-cm rectangle. The reference permittivities are
and the first MLA was optimized, again by the GA procedure
. The
in [39], to maximize the realized gain in case of
second MLA is a scaled replica of the first one, with the scaling
. In this case, the
factor (0.9) chosen so that
two MLA (Fig. 8) will have a similar gain pattern, as required
to achieve a simple data inversion as in (12).
Further electromagnetic computations, also involving the moment method, are then performed to characterize the behavior of
the whole two-MLA tag, including interport coupling, with the
two antennas placed along the E-plane at a distance of 5 cm,
as in Fig. 8. The variations of the impedance, with respect to
the change of the permittivity of the canonical target model (see
the curves in Fig. 9), are computed for each tag when the other
is in open circuit. The interantenna coupling is correctly taken
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Fig. 10. Sensing of lossless materials: power transmission coefficients  and
 of the two-port cluster with respect to the dielectric variation of the target.

Fig. 12. Sensing of lossless materials: normalized ratio (G =G ) along
the principal planes for the two-MLA tag of Fig. 8 for some values of the halfspace permittivity. The MoM calculation includes the interantenna coupling
(e.g., the considered patterns are the embedded gain pattern of each tag in presence of the other one) (in open-circuit configuration).

A

Fig. 11. Sensing of lossless materials: Activation sets
(d) for the two ports.
The sensing range (d) of the multiport S-RFID tag is given by the overlapping
shadowed region.

S

into account by the moment method modeling. The power transmission coefficients and are nearly exact-shifted replicas
(Fig. 10) as expected since the two antennas are of similar shape.
and the S-RFID ranges
The multiport activation sets
, defined in (6) and (10), respectively, are graphically
rendered within a permittivity-distance diagram (Fig. 11). For
any reader-tag distance , the activation set of the th port
spans between the upper and lower curves and has the same
reduces as the reader-tag disline style and, as expected,
tance increases. The overlapping (shadowed) region gives the
, wherein both the microchips are activated
S-RFID range
and, therefore, the reader is able to collect two different signals.
For a reader-tag distance greater than 6 m, the S-RFID range
vanishes and only a single port can be activated, depending on
the target permittivity. In this case, the S-RFID system can only
targets
work as a classifier (e.g., able to distinguish
targets).
from
Having chosen antennas with similar shapes, the variation of
the ratio between the tags’ radiation patterns in the air half space

$

Fig. 13. Sensing of lossless materials: "
p relationship with indication
of the uncertainty in permittivity retrieval due to the angular dependence of the
gain ratio as in Fig. 12. Markers bound the meaningful portions of the curves at
the indicated reader-tag distances (in meters). The continuous line indicates the
ideal "
p relationship in case of exactly similar gain patterns (e.g., p is
angle independent).

$

is less than 5% (Fig. 12). As discussed
in Section V [see (12) and (13)], such an angular variation will
produce an uncertainty over the permittivity retrieval which, as
chart of Fig. 13, is theoretically less than
visible in the
, at lower values of tag’s permittivity and even less
for higher values of . The meaningful portion of the curve
actually depends on the reader-tag distance and can be deduced
from the S-RFID range in Fig. 11. Such a portion is bounded,
in Fig. 13, by a couplet of distance markers. For instance, the
system is able to detect a continuous target’s dielectric variation
up to a distance
, while even
in the range
can be captured by
larger parameter dynamics
the multiport tag in case the read distance was
m.
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, placed
The overall performances of the so obtained
and, hence, accounting for the in1.5 cm apart from the
terantenna coupling, are summarized in the second row of Fig. 3.
The corresponding classification table (Fig. 4) indicates that the
water target is recognized within the read distance
, when the only ID associated with the
microchip
is collected by the reader. The chlorobenzene target, instead, can be sensed by
m
m when at least the
is received.

Fig. 14. Classification of liquids: two-MLA tag system over a layered medium
resembling a glass-bottle filled with a liquid (layers’ thickness t = 3 mm
and t = 8 cm. Antenna size (in millimeters) according to the layout in Fig. 6

MLA = fh = 16:2; h = 4:3; h = 5:5; w = 21:8; w =
19:6; w
= 18:4g; MLA
= fh
= 12:2; h
= 6 :5 ; h
=
3:0; w = 28:5; w = 27:9; w = 35:1g. MLA trace width: 0.5 mm.
TABLE III
PERFORMANCES OF THE TWO-PORT TAG FOR LIQUID CLASSIFICATION

B. Classification of Liquid Targets
This example permits describing the multiport sensing mode
for the classification of two liquid targets having the same
appearance but rather different permittivity, such as the water
and the chlorobenzene
which is a flammable and highly toxic compound [44]. A
two-port tag (cluster) is designed, as was done previously, by the
integration of two MLA antennas matched to a high-impedance
, sensitivity
phase-angle microchip (
) to improve the selectivity of the classification, as
discussed in Section V-B. The target model is now a semifinite
geometry (see Fig. 14 left) (e.g., a three-layer medium) where a
-cm liquid slab is sandwiched between two
-mm
glass layers. This geometry is a model of a filled bottle, rough
enough to simplify the application of the GA optimization.
Actually, the layered medium can be still accounted for by
the moment method through the Sommerfeld Green function,
making the MLA optimization fast.
is optimized with respect to
for
A first tag
the water target (Fig. 14, right) and its performances have
been calculated also when it is placed over the chlorobenzene
target. From the first row of Table III, it can be observed that
over chlorobenzene is nearly completely
although the
, the much lower losses than in the case
mismatched
) make the two read distances
of water (for which
and
comparable. A possible design of the
second tag
, with the purpose of maximizing the span
of the two-port tag distance range, could be mainly constrained
, so extending the lower bound
to achieve
of toward zero.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A very preliminary laboratory experiment is discussed here.
The purpose is to demonstrate the validity of the basic principle concerning the possibility to govern the variation of the
two-port tag antenna features with respect to the change of a
real tagged body. In particular, we have designed a two-MLA
tag for the sensing of the filling level of a box. As introduced
in Section II, the variation of the shape of the target modifies
the apparent permittivity sensed by the antennas and, hence, all
of their relevant parameters. With the aim to isolate and characterize the response of the antennas themselves, the experiment
does not consider the RFID chip mounted on, nor the interrogation from a real reader. Moreover, readers that are able to measure the strength of the backscattered signals are up to now not
so common on the market.
The target is a cubic box made of perspex (
,
)
having 5-mm thickness and 20-cm width. The box is filled up
to a height (changed during the experiment) by sugar powder
. The box is placed over a large copper sheet (1
m 1 m) acting as an image plane.
The two MLAs are intended to be placed vertically on the
external side of the box. Due to the presence of the ground
plane, monopole configurations are considered. Consequently,
the impedance measurement is greatly simplified since no balun
device is required. The antennas have regular turns (
,
, according to the convention in Fig. 6)
and they are optimized for the best such that the
and
are matched, at 870 MHz, to the microchip
when the sugar level is
cm and
cm (empty box), respectively. In this case, the design is performed by using a finite-difference time domain solver [45],
accounting for the real box with all of the main geometrical
and physical details. As in the previous numerical examples,
the two MLAs are scaled replicas with
,
, and
,
. The
overall antenna heights are 3.3 cm and 3.63 cm, respectively.
The distance between the MLAs’ gaps is 4 cm. The tag prototype is fabricated by 1-mm-radius copper wire, and is shown in
Fig. 15(a). The MLA monopoles are terminated on SMA connectors soldered on a 10 6-cm copper sheet which is then
placed in front of the perspex box as indicated in Fig. 15(b). At
this purpose, the large ground plane is properly drilled to accommodate the SMA connectors for the connection to the HP 8753C
vector network analyzer by means of flexible coaxial cables.
The
and
impedance of the tag are measured, having
de-embedded the SMA connectors, when the filling level is increased in the range
cm with steps of 2 cm. The
measurements are repeated in the reverse order (by emptying
the box) and the two resulting sets of data are finally averaged.
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Fig. 17. Powder level: theoretical (simulated) and measured  = coefficient
in (7) versus the sugar level h inside the box.

Fig. 15. Powder level: experimental setup comprising the two MLA tags and
a perspex cubic box of 20 20-cm cross-section partially filled with sugar up
to a level h. Only half of the structure is considered since the copper ground
plane acts as an image plane. The antennas are fixed to the box’s vertical side
by means of an adhesive ribbon.

2

the function
, shown in Fig. 17. However, we preliminary evaluated, by numerical simulations, that the gain ratio
(
is nearly unitary for the whole considered variation
of the level , at least for observation in front of the tag.
The behavior of the calibration curve is monotonic, except
for a very early short part, and resembles that of the numerical
example in Fig. 13 with a good dynamic
when
. A saturation effect is clearly visible for levels higher
than
cm (e.g., when the powder level greatly exceeds
the vertical height of the antennas). In this condition, further
increases in do not produce additional variation of the antenna
responses, as shown in Fig. 16, and such a change of the target
could not be therefore sensed since the sugar powder acts as an
infinite medium for the two antennas. The sensed dynamic of
the powder level could be increased by designing longer tags or
using a vertical array of properly tuned tags.
IX. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 16. Powder level: theoretical (simulated) and measured power transmission coefficients for the MLA optimized for h = 10 cm, and MLA , optimized for an empty box (h = 0).

The resulting matching diagram of the power transmission
factor, estimated by FDTD and measured, is shown in Fig. 16.
Beside the nice agreement between simulations and measurements, it is possible to appreciate that the -curves are monotonic with the change of and that each port is rather mismatched in the condition for which the other one exhibits
.
The sensing ability of the two-port tag depends on the calibration curve
, and on the ratio in (7). Our equipment only
permits impedance measurements and, hence, we only consider

A new idea has been presented to develop very low-cost passive RFID devices capable of monitoring the features of moving
objects without the need for specific sensors.
The classification and the analog sensing potentiality of the
multiport system have been formulated in a unitary framework, and some requirements on antenna design have been
introduced, as deduced by the provided examples. The main
assumption is that the radiation patterns referred to all of the
ports are nearly proportional. It is worth noticing that the availability of at least two independent, but correlated baskscattered
signals, which follow the same propagation rules inside the
environment wherein the reader and tags are placed, makes this
method potentially insensitive to the multipath induced by the
interaction with the environment itself.
The application to a real class of targets demands a preliminary analysis of the permittivity range that has to be detected,
or more, in general, of the range of the parameter to monitor.
This will suggest how to select the reference permittivities and
how to shape the antennas’ layout so that the resulting S-RFID
tag exhibits the required discrete or analog range, independent
of the reader-tag orientation.
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TABLE IV
CLASSIFICATION A TWO-PORT TAG

The considered basic
inversion technique is up to
now mainly restricted to two-port tags (Table IV) and, thus, to
a platform that is able to detect a single-parameter variation.
Some preliminary and simplified examples have demonstrated, by computer simulations and early laboratory experiments, the reasonableness of the proposed idea, especially
for the case of low-loss targets. Nevertheless, further research
efforts are required to develop a robust antenna-design methodology for both the cluster of tags and especially for the true
multiport antenna wherein the same radiating body is shared
by multiple chips. Moreover, the ultimate potentialities and
limitation of the proposed sensing platform, customized for
real applications, need to be verified by further prototypes and
experimentation, including the microchips and the interaction
with a reader. These important issues offer research materials
for future dedicated papers.
The proposed platform could find application in many security and industrial contexts, for instance: 1) to monitor a (nonmetallic) container filled with low-loss liquids which could undergo changes along with the time; 2) to sense the filling percentage of a container; 3) to earn some preliminary information about the material filling a case without opening it or performing more detailed analysis; 4) to monitor the opening or
tampering of a case also in consideration that the target history
could be stored by the reader in the rewritable memory of the
tag’s microchip.
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